
Robot-like machines serve meals.
Should food prep workers worry?

Customers wait as their automatically prepared food is dropped from a cooking pot into a bowl at Spyce, a restaurant which uses

a robotic cooking process, Boston, Massachusetts, May 3, 2018. Photo by: Charles Krupa/AP Photo 

Lately, robots have been taking on more tasks usually performed by people. There are some

things robots can't do too well yet. They can't yet bake a fancy dessert or fold burritos. However,

they can cook vegetables and grains and pour them into a bowl. Robot-like machines are making

these meals at a new restaurant in Boston, Massachusetts.

Seven swirling cooking pots are what the restaurant calls a "never-before-seen robotic kitchen."

They hum behind the counter at Spyce, which opened Thursday, May 3, in downtown Boston.

Customers push a touch-screen to purchase a $7.50 meal called "Hearth." A blend of Brussels

sprouts, quinoa, kale and sweet potatoes tumbles into a pot. The pot heats the food, then tips to

dump the meal into a bowl. Water jets up to rinse the pot before a new order.
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Is this a robot cook or just another new high-tech machine? Experts have different opinions.

Regardless, more of this machinery is headed for the fast-food business in coming years.

Robots Vs. Humans In The Kitchen

A report last year by the McKinsey Global Institute, a business research group, said workers in

food preparation face a risk. People who do food prep could lose their jobs to machines. The

reason is food prep workers spend a lot of time on predictable physical tasks. That is the kind of

job a robot can often do quite well. 

Currently, there's one big thing holding back robots. Robots cost more money, said McKinsey

worker Michael Chui. This means businesses earn more more money if they use people. That

could change if robots become cheaper to make.

Spyce still has plenty of human workers. The restaurant was started by four Massachusetts

Institute of Technology graduates. They hired people for the trickier prep work. People precook

rice, rinse and chop vegetables, cut meat and prepare sauces.

Machines Put On A Show

The real draw is the eye-catching machinery. The machines are equipped with dozens of motors,

sensors and moving parts.

"It is kind of a show," said Brady Knight, a co-founder and engineer. "It's fun to see what's going

on behind the scenes. We didn't want to hide anything because we think what we made is pretty

cool."

Food-making machines are prized for speed and hygiene. "Our robot doesn't get sick," Knight

said. However, robots have a harder time handling fresh food.

Robotic Kitchen Handles Pizza Orders

In Mountain View, California, the founders of Zume Pizza spent years tinkering with a robotic

kitchen. The company's machines can make pizza dough, apply tomato sauce and transfer the

pizza in and out of the oven. Other jobs need more skill and judgment. People add the toppings

for example. Alex Garden is the head of Zume Pizza. He said the robot it uses only performs

tasks it can do much better.

Spyce's founders said they chose a relatively simple type of meal. They didn't give their grain-

bowl-making machines robotic arms. If given greater freedom to move, more things can go wrong

with machines, they said.

"Butchering is pretty hard to do," said Chui of McKinsey. "On the other hand, machines do a

pretty good job of taking the kernels out of corn and a lot of sorting tasks."
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This Machine Didn't Pass Muster

In recent years, some restaurants have tried to attract customers with their sleek new machinery.

These restaurants usually haven't lived up to expectations, though. In 2007, a restaurant in

Germany began delivering food by gliding it down curvy rails.

The restaurant's owner, Michael Mack, said he wanted to end "uncomfortable" fast-food

experiences. He didn't want long lines, carrying meals to the table and cleaning up.

The restaurant has closed. Online reviews complain of high prices and backed-up serving pots.

The Spyce Of Life In Downtown Boston

Spyce has sparked excitement among downtown Boston office workers. However, there are

many technology experts in a city known for robotics companies. Experts there aren't sure

whether to call Spyce's auto-pot a robot.

Tom Ryden of the Boston company MassRobotics says robots react to their environment.

"It can't make decisions," Ryden said of Spyce's auto-pot. "It can't say something's cooked too

long."

Still, Ryden said he's eager to join the lunch crowds trying Spyce.
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Quiz

1 One MAIN idea of the article is that a new restaurant called Spyce is using robotic pots to cook food.

What is another MAIN idea of the article?

(A) More things can go wrong with machines that have moving arms.

(B) People like watching kitchen machinery while it cooks their food.

(C) Real people at Spyce continue to precook rice and prepare sauces.

(D) Other restaurants have also tried using robots for basic kitchen jobs.

2 Read the paragraph from the section "Robots Vs. Humans In The Kitchen."

Currently, there's one big thing holding back robots. Robots cost more
money, said McKinsey worker Michael Chui. This means businesses
earn more money if they use people. That could change if robots become
cheaper to make.

HOW does this paragraph support the MAIN idea of the article?

(A) It shows that humans will always work better than robots.

(B) It outlines the differences in cost between types of kitchen robots.

(C) It describes the reason robots are interesting to watch in a kitchen.

(D) It explains what needs to happen for robots to be used even more.

3 What is the relationship between robots and human workers in the kitchen?

(A) Robots never fail at the tasks they have been given, while humans often keep

people waiting in long lines.

(B) Robots can do predictable physical tasks, while humans are still needed for jobs

requiring skill and judgment.

(C) Robots are good at making complicated meals, while humans are better at simple

tasks like pizza dough.

(D) Robots sometimes make mistakes that make people sick, while humans never

make those kinds of errors.
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4 WHY do some experts say that Spyce's auto-pot is NOT a robot?

(A) because it does not have arms

(B) because it cannot make decisions

(C) because it does not make desserts

(D) because it cannot chop vegetables
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